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Summary 

Cable-in-conduit force cooled conductors 
**.re being investigated for large magnet systems sub
jected to fast changing magnetic fields or currents. 
The coolant usually considered is supercritical he
lium. However such conductors have limitations and 
disavantages mainly due to their high flow impedance. 
Helium n. studied for many years for its superfluid 
behaviour, has been recently considered for techno • 
logical application» as superconductor cooling fluid. 
Major progress has been achieved r mcernins ther
mal property, practical knowledge and adapted tech
nology for construction and operation in superconduc
ting magnet systems. 

We are investigating here the possibility of 
«sing stagnant He H in a cable-in-conduit conductor 
as an alternative of forced flowing super-critical He I. 
In a first step, we are developing a computer program 
which is aimed at predicting stability performances 
with respect to conductor components e. g. void frac
tion and copper over superconductor ratio. This pro
gram is going to be checked and complemented by 
means of experimental measurements on various 
types of samples, j 

Introduction 
The main feature which makes He II attrac

tive as coolant is its unique thermal property which 
allows heat to be carried over lonz distances within a 
very small temperature difference and without con
vection or fluid displacement. It is believed that the 
utilisation of He n in a cable-in-conduit conductor 
can result in a high performance system with res
pect to safety, stability and current density. It is an 
association of already proposed concepts whose stu
dies and developments have been very helpful 
for the present investigation. T. 2.3 

Before analysing the stabilisation mecha
nism, let us point out 3 points relevant to He II use. 
1. From the heat transfer efficiency point of vue it 
.10 not necessary to. keep the strands uniformely dis
tributed over the conduit cross section : cooling 
would not be affected even if the strands ware com
pressed towards one side for some reason such as 
electromagnetic forces. 

2. .In the proposed system, the coils will be-encased 
i,in vacuum tight enclosures which rèly'on classical, •' ; '•'* 

' thick wall assembly'without special tightness di/fi- ' '' 
culty ; the conduit housing the superconducting cable 
and; its He H coolant is therefore not necessarely .v,,,^ 
helium tight, and we are hot concerned1 here by the ' ' 

3. Another feature which is often opposed to the use 
of He n is the hie her cost for the refrigeration. But 
economy means overall economy : lower operating 
temperature and better heat removal may greatly 
reduce the size of the coils and compensate for the 
additional He n stage refrigeration expense. Such a 
feature has been determining for economy optimiza
tion in the Wisconsin superconductive storage energy 
projet.4 Furthermore, it is worth recalling that in 
a He n operated cryogenic system only part of the 
losses has to be removed at the lowest temperature 
level - Claudet et al have devised a practical system 
in which most of the losses (supports, radiation and 
current leads) are intercepted by the normal boiling 
helium bath. More recently such a double bath tech
nique has been applied on a larger scale to a 33 cm 
bore 9.5 T NbTi magnet : the losses of this équipe
ment in operation at Saclay axe 10 1/h at 4.2 K and 
2 w at 1.8 K. ô . 7 

Stabilisation mechanism 

The very low specific heat that most of 
the materials have at low temperature is creatiy res
ponsible for superconductive magnet instabilities. As 
an exception, helium specific heat is several thou
sand times higher per unit volume than that of copper. 
The cable-in-conduit stabilization concept is based 
upon the fact that the thermal disturbances are ener
gy limited ; an adequate combination of superconduc
ting material, copper anJ helium, if those components 
are tightly thermally connected will result in a tvpe of 
enthalpy stabilised conductor. Energy released in a 
section of the cable is shematicallv absorbed in two 
steps of different time constant : 1 - heat transfer 
to surrounding coolant : 2 - heat removal out of the 
coils to heat sink. He n thermal behaviour must be 
investigated for both of them. 

The present study concerns only the first 
step analysis. Nevertheless concerning the second 
step mechanism, it is worth recalling that heat trans
portation through He n does not require circulation. 
The heat current density through ducts filled with He n 
is independent of the cross sectional size for diameter 
larger than 10*3 cm and can be related by the ex
pression : 

q«A(T,P) (VT) n (1) 
: > • . * : • -

. . superleak problem. . . . •• 
?•>& 

The'Valtoes of A (T, P) and- n have been' '.'." 
measured for a large spectrum of temperatures pres
sures and channel sizes. e ' *•10 Examples of practi-

,acal heat fluxes are given in table I, according to the , 
'empirical equation established for He II at one àthios-

. phero. pressure. 1 1 „ • .t .• . . .•» . . . .-, . v . .. 
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q«A(Ti , T 2) [^f carrent densities. B » 1 T, d « 1 mm, in figure I. 

(2) 

Wnere q is the heat current density (w/cnr) 
L is the length of heat path (cm) 
T | t T 2 are the end temperatures (Kelvin) 
A IB a coefficient which depends only 

on the end temperatures 
Note that in the application considered here, heat pro
pagates along the conductor duct in both directions. 

TABLE I 

Heat fluxes (w/cm2) through He n a» one atmosphere 
calculated Irom eq. (2) with T̂  = 1.8 K. 

T2 2. U K 1.9K 1.85 

L*100 cm 1.45 1.14 0.92 

L*500 cm 0.90 0.71 C.57 
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Stability margin calculation 

A lower limit to the energy input that a 
cable-in-conduit conductor can receive and still re
cover corresponds to a sudden and uniform tempera
ture rise. Such a type of theorical perturbation has 
often been used for supercritical helium force cooled 
conductor stability calculations. *• 2 The enerey as
sociated with the maximum allowable metal tempera
ture rise has been called "stability marerin" (AH). 
It provides a basis of comparison for different conduc* 
tors which is relatively simple for calculations. 

For given properties of superconducting 
material critical current density and copper matrix 
resistivity, the remaining conductor parameters 
which determine AH are: 

IT 
J : overall current density J • X 

Jy « transport current 
A * total area within the conduit 

B : magnetic field 
fm : volume fraction of metal inside conduit (copper 

matrix and superconductor) 
f : volume fraction of copper in metal 
d ; strand diameter 

• Tfoi! initial- helium temperature, .*,. ;••„•>• v , t . *r-..\ *-• t 
• When all those parameters are fixed, an 

iterative calculation based on .the time-dependent equa 
tion of heat balance,-allows to determine the maximum 
temperature rise for"which the conductor is still able 

, to recover. «. g, to be rccpoM down to the current 
sharing ilémp r̂khireV T^teàl\téinp«raùire excursion ». • 
curves are illustrated for 3 different transport 

Fig. I : Recovery from maximum allowable conductor 
temperature rise. 

For given values of J. B. d and Thi we 
vary now fm and f and calculate correspondons A H. 
It can be seen, in figure 2 that there exists an opti
mum couple (fm. f) for which AH is maximum. An 
other way to 6ee the optimisation consists in plotting 
in a f, fm diagram the equal A H curves. 2 (figure 3) 
Obviously such curves cannot intercept each other. 
Our computer program has been optimized to deter
mine the top of the A H surface (A1W) 

AHp-j is then calculated versus J and 
the influence of other parameters e. g. Thi, d or B is 
investigated, (figure 4) 

Heat transfer parameters 

•' •'..':-.',ï;?> VThe computer nioiel has been established 
by assuming : 
1. the temperature distribution in, both the supercon
ductor and the coolant 1o betihtfbrnv, '• * ' '"•, :•- ': ' .' 
2. the total strand surface to be available for cooHr»:, 

.f3.i,the coolant.temperatur* rise to bo not above TV ..̂  
'• the'Ke n-}je' I temperature transition» '• so' that "hélium ' 
always remains in a «iperiluid phase ensuring He Q 

•x u\ 
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Fig. 2 : Variation of AHf fm, versus f 
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Fig. S : Heat flux versus temperature difference 
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Fig. 6 : Critical heat flux versus helium temperature 
in steady s ta te , for a plane surface 

Results and comments 

Results are expressed by the AHopt versus 
J curves corresponding to different figures of d. B or 
Thi. In figure 4 we compare the effect of strand dia
meter. 

J. Limited coolant temperature excursion effect. 

The largest coolant temperature excursion 
Is ATrTX - Thi since we have limited to T*. He tem
perature rise. When Tci is higher than T*.. the avai
lable heat capacity of the coolant depends only on the 
He fraction (I-fm) and not on the copper fraction so 
that for constant fm.âH increases continously with 
the copper fraction f because joule heating decreases: 
when Tci equals T\ then &H drops sharply ; as a 
consequence, the i. fm optimized values are close 
to the zero &H value. Actually, in figure 2. it can 
be 6een that the top of the Ah surface presents a 
smooth part where safer f. fm can be chosen provi
ding still high AH values. 

2. Strand diameter effect. 

In figure 4, AH values when usine a strand 
of d * 0.3 mm diameter are more than twice those 
corresponding to d * 1 mm. In the numerical program. 
dacts only on the cable cooling area which is inverse
ly proportional to d. This change in stability indicates 
the need of a very large heat transfer area for super
conducting magnet stabilisation and illustrates the in
terest of the cabie immersed in the coolant concept, 

3. Heat transfer. 

The heat transfer coefficient is the other 
parameter for cooling efficiency. In a steady state 
He II dues uotprovide.cub»tanciai better. :vali*s th^i. , 

Although -recent experimental work1 3 ' * 4 ' • 
indicates a higher critical heat flux q* in a transient ••• 
regime, wè have used conservative 6téady 'suite heat 

, . transfer parameters. Also we have,considered heat.. 

•'•'• * "••• " • ' • '• • ' •<•'•• though much higher performances have been nua-
• • - • •<•>: . • . . . • • ' . . '•• • •-•• • sured with small diameter cylinder» such as flux ' 

higher than 10 w/cm 2 for 0.6 mm diameter wires, 
4 -

heat transport conditions in the second step of the 
stabilisation process. 

Heat transfer. 

When heat passes from a solid to liquid 
He U, the heat flow is usually limited by tha thermal 
resistance at the sol id-helium interlace (kapitea 
resistance) rather than by the thermal resistance 
within the solid or liquid.' In this regime, the heat 
current density can be related by ; 

< > 
or depends on the liquid temperature, mate

rial, surface aspect, 
T_ is the solid temperature s 
T, is the liquid température-. 

As the heat flow Increases there is a sud -
den increase in the thermal resistance due to the 
formation of a thin film of poorly conducting fluid at 
the solid surface. In this regime heat transfer relies 
on the usual He I conditions, • -

.;• yWty'Vx:>'• f'u,\' y y.'.• * " H ' ^ ^ V ^ V V 1 ^-'W?..'.}. 
"• '" Figure 5 represents' the two heat' transfer 

regimes used in the numerical program . and-fig.6 the 
dépendance of the critical heat flux q*,upon Hen ,;. .-• ,-.• 
température,1*:'» ••" • • :::*•"' '••»''' •'*•"• ''••'' "* 
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